




South Center and North Center Fire Operations Patched 

This is a summary of fire operational changes that GPSDC has made as part of our transition to Level 2 of 
our Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) which is attached to this document. Level 2 focuses on the 
reduction of staff working each shift and in each of the dispatch centers. In order to reduce staff we 
needed to reduce the number of radio positions needing to be staffed, so we analyzed each of the radio 
frequency/talkgroups in our north and south center to determine the current activity levels and the 
feasibility of patching multiple frequency/talkgroups together.  

We operate two fire dispatch radio positions between the two centers, in the south center Glenview and 
Glencoe fire operate on STARCOM talkgroup GV-Fire Main and in the north center Lake Bluff, Lake 
Forest, and Highland Park on conventional VHF radio frequency ESRN Fire. The decision was made to 
patch these two fire dispatch channels into one dispatch position leaving each of the agencies operating 
on their assigned portable channel but combined to allow one 9-1-1 Telecommunicator to dispatch all 5 
agencies without having to monitor two different radios. This requires each agency to operate with the 
understanding the radio traffic will be increased during this time, and currently will require Glenview 
and Glencoe to communicate with the TC’s in the north center during this operational change due to the 
TC dispatching the fire desk will be located in Highland Park at GPSDC-N. We have realized all possible 
efficiencies we can with the patching of our two Fire operations, but should we need to adjust staffing in 
the future the fire operations desk might be moved to the south center. Any changes will be 
communicated to each of our agencies as soon as we identify the need. 

 

Our staffing level minimums have been reduced from 5 (south) and 2 (north) to 4 (south) and 2 (north) 
ultimately with these changes we are able to see a reduction of 3-4 TC’s and Supervisors reporting to 
work each day. Our intention is to reduce the chance of exposure while maintaining a reasonable level 
of service now and in the future should we see staff becoming ill.  

All fire operation communications from Glenview and Glencoe personnel should use  to 
communicate with your dedicated fire TC.   
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